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A b S t r A c t

Heads of state and government (HOSG) in Africa, through the African Union (AU), 

have for some time expressed particular concern about two developments in current 

international criminal justice – the exercise of universal jurisdiction and the work of the 

International Criminal Court (ICC). Concern about the former relates to the indictment of 

senior government officials – including HOSG – from a number of African states by certain 

European states for international crimes allegedly committed. With regard to the ICC, 

following the indictment of three African HOSG,  the charge being levelled is that Africa 

specifically is being targeted by that court. Protestations and appeals having failed to halt 

these developments, African HOSG, through the AU, have resolved to address international 

crimes at the continental level. To date, African court structures have not had the necessary 

jurisdiction to do so. As a consequence, in June 2014 at a HOSG Summit the AU amended 

the Protocol of the African Court of Justice and Human Rights to give it jurisdiction over the 

three recognised international crimes – genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes 

– and over 14 additional crimes. The amendment is problematic for a variety of reasons. Of 

primary concern, however, is that it fails to address the relationship between the proposed 

Expanded Court and the ICC; and, while coaching the move as reflective of Africa’s 

commitment to end a culture of impunity for those guilty of gross human rights violations, 

the amendment specifically accords immunity from the jurisdiction of the Expanded Court 

to African HOSG and senior government officials. The only viable conclusion to be drawn is 

that the amendment is a conscious snub to the ICC and aims specifically to protect African 

HOSG and senior government officials from prosecution. In the light of current trends in 

international law, which value human rights over sovereignty, this move is lamentable and 

must be resisted.

A b o u t  t h e  A u t h o r

Garth Abraham is currently an Associate Professor in the School of Law at the University 

of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. He holds an MA in History (University of Natal), an 
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and is currently reading for a PhD through the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in Belgium. 

Between 2003 and 2013, he was a legal advisor to the International Committee of the 

Red Cross. He has published widely. His current areas of research interest are the historical 

development and application of international law and of international humanitarian law 

within an African context.
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A b b r e v I A t I o n S  A n d  A c r o n y m S

ACDEG African Charter on Democracy Elections and Governance

ACHPR African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights

ACJ African Court of Justice

ACJHR African Court of Justice and Human Rights

AU African Union

HOSG heads of state and government

ICC International Criminal Court

NGO non-governmental organisation

PALU Pan African Lawyers Union

REC regional economic community
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I n t r o d u c t I o n

Through the African Union (AU), African heads of state and government (HOSG) for 

some time have been voicing disquiet about the direction taken by developments 

in international criminal justice. Of particular concern is the extent to which European 

states have resorted to the principle of universal jurisdiction for international crimes – 

including those committed in Africa, even when the alleged offenders are senior state 

officials – and the indictment by the International Criminal Court (ICC) of African HOSG 

for international crimes. This has happened in the face of protestations and appeals 

from the AU. The trend suggests that impunity for the commission of international 

crimes no longer applies internationally, and that human rights considerations trump 

appeals to sovereignty. The issue that appears especially troubling to African HOSG is 

the dispensation of international criminal justice on Africans by states and institutions 

outside the continent. 

One possible counter-strategy is for African states themselves to assume responsibility 

for the prosecution of international crimes. Until recently, however, the continent’s 

court structures lacked the jurisdiction necessary to do so. In June 2014 at its summit 

meeting in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea, the HOSG Assembly of the AU adopted a 

Protocol on Amendments to the Protocol on the Statute of the African Court of Justice 

and Human Rights (the ‘Malabo Protocol’). This protocol potentially adds a third section 

(the ‘Expanded Court’) to the proposed African Court of Justice and Human Rights 

(ACJHR), which section will have jurisdiction over 14 designated ‘international’ crimes. 

Problematically, however, the Malabo Protocol provides that African HOSG and senior 

state officials will not be subject to the jurisdiction of the Expanded Court, a situation that 

poses two major challenges for the international community: the first concerns Africa’s 

relations with, and the mandate of, the ICC; the second relates to the possible impact of 

the Malabo Protocol on the struggle to put an end to impunity for persons who commit 

international crimes.

This paper deals with these two issues against a background discussion of Africa’s 

continental court structures (both actual and envisaged), the justifications advanced for 

adoption of the Malabo Protocol, and the extent to which the content of that protocol is 

aligned with those justifications.

A F r I c A n  c o u r t  S t r u c t u r e S

The Malabo Protocol is the culmination of a process that began in 1981 with the adoption 

by the AU’s predecessor, the Organization of African Unity, of the African Charter on 

Human and Peoples’ Rights.1 This charter, which entered into force in 1986 and has since 

been ratified by 53 of the 54 members of the AU,2 enabled the 1987 establishment in 

Banjul of the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights. As its supervisory organ 

the commission is tasked with oversight and interpretation of the charter. The commission 

is quasi-judicial in character and although it is able to hear complaints of violations of the 

charter its decisions are not binding.

In 1998 a protocol to the charter was adopted that created the African Court of Human 

and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR).3 That protocol entered into force on 25 January 2005; out 
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of the possible 54, currently 27 states are parties to it. The ACHPR, which sits in Arusha, 

may hear applications relating to human rights violations brought before it by the AU 

Commission, African inter-governmental organisations and member states. By exception, 

individual citizens and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) of those states that have 

so agreed may also make applications to the ACHPR.4 Although 23 applications have been 

brought before the ACHPR since 2008, the wheels of continental justice move slowly – to 

date, only two judgements have been handed down.5

A second, inter-state, court structure was included in the AU’s Constitutive Act of 

2001;6 the structure was further developed in the 2003 Protocol of the Court of Justice 

of the AU.7 The African Court of Justice (ACJ), as the institution was to be known, was 

intended as the principal judicial organ of the AU, with authority to rule on disputes over 

the interpretation of AU treaties. Although this protocol entered into force in 2010, in 

effect the ACJ was stillborn and has been superseded by the Protocol on the Statute of the 

African Court of Justice and Human Rights (the Merger Protocol).8

In 2007 a group of African legal experts was commissioned by the AU to advise on 

a possible conjunction of the ACHPR and the ACJ. Although not initially receptive to 

the idea, the AU at its summit meeting in Sharm El-Sheikh in 2008 adopted the Merger 

Protocol, thus confirming the joining of the two into a ‘Merged Court’. This court was to 

have two jurisdictional chambers: the first, a general chamber to consider inter-state issues 

and labour matters affecting employees of the AU (which was the original jurisdiction of 

the ACJ); and the second, a human and peoples’ rights chamber with the same powers as 

the ACHPR. The Merger Protocol is to enter into force after 15 ratifications, but to date 

only five states have ratified.9

Finally, in February 2009 at an AU HOSG Assembly, Decision 213was adopted,10  

requesting

… the [AU] Commission, in consultation with the African Commission on Human and 

Peoples’ Rights, and the African Court on Human and People’s Rights, to examine the 

implications of the Court being empowered to try international crimes such as genocide, 

crimes against humanity and war crimes, and report thereon to the Assembly in 2010. 

The AU Commission then requested the Pan African Lawyers Union (PALU) to prepare 

recommendations and a draft amendment to the Merger Protocol. The PALU draft was 

considered at validation workshops attended by legal counsel attached to AU organs and 

institutions, and representatives from some regional economic communities (RECs).  

The input of government delegations was then incorporated into the document. After 

further discussions, delays and amendments, in May 2014 a draft was put before a 

ministerial session of a meeting of the Specialised Technical Committee on Justice and 

Legal Affairs in Addis Ababa. At this meeting, attended by representatives of 38 member 

states, two AU organs and one REC, the draft was adopted and submitted for consideration 

and adoption to the AU Assembly, through its executive council. It was this draft that was 

formally adopted as the Malabo Protocol at Malabo in June 2014.

Clearly, the Expanded Court contemplated under the Malabo Protocol, if it is indeed 

established, might only start operations at some stage in the distant future – the protocol 

itself will only come into force 30 days after the deposit of instruments of ratification 

by 15 member states.11 At present the only functioning tribunal on the continent is the 
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ACHPR; enough ratifications have not yet come about to establish either the ACJ or the 

Merged Court. 

The relationship between the various options is therefore complicated. It is possible 

that the ACJ and the Merged Court might never be established and that the Expanded 

Court might simply replace the ACHPR. Alternatively, the Merged Court and the Expanded 

Court might themselves never be established: the ACHPR would merely continue under 

its current jurisdiction and the ACJ might then begin operations. Finally, perhaps the 

Merged Court might become the single continental court, the Expanded Court not having 

secured enough support.

J u S t I F I c A t I o n  F o r  t h e  e X p A n d e d  c o u r t

The justification for creating a chamber endowed with jurisdiction to consider 

international crimes at the continental level, although having much to do with current 

African disenchantment with the ICC (because of a perception that the ICC is deliberately 

targeting Africa), is both older and more complex than the ICC controversy. The 

motivation was initially threefold: firstly, a perceived abuse of the principle of universal 

jurisdiction; secondly, a challenge posed by the proposed prosecution of Hissène 

Habré, former president of Chad; and thirdly, Article 25(5) of the African Charter on 

Democracy, Elections and Governance (ACDEG), which requires that those perpetrating 

‘unconstitutional change of government’ be tried by a ‘competent court of the Union’.

For some time there has been concern among Africa’s leaders over how the doctrine 

of universal jurisdiction was being used by certain European states. Universal jurisdiction 

is defined as the assertion of jurisdiction by the domestic courts of one state in respect of 

crimes committed in the territory of another state by a national of another state, against 

victims who are also nationals of another state.12 In other words, the traditional links 

recognised by international law for the exercise of jurisdiction by states – territoriality,13 

nationality,14 passive personality15 and the protective16 principle – are absent. Generally, 

the grounds for assertion of jurisdiction are for determination by the domestic legal order 

of the individual state.

The assertion of universal jurisdiction for international crimes effectively began in 

1961 with the Eichmann case in Israel,17 followed in 1982 by the Demjanjuk trial.18 It was, 

however, the establishment by the UN Security Council of ad hoc tribunals for Yugoslavia 

and Rwanda, respectively in 1993 and 1994, that saw a number of states enacting 

legislation to allow them to exercise universal jurisdiction over crimes committed in both 

those countries. After 1993, legislation introduced in several European countries resulted 

in the filing of charges against foreign officials from many parts of the world – some of 

them from Africa.19

For Africa, matters came to a head in 2008. At an AU meeting of ministers of justice 

and attorneys general on 18 April, the Rwandese Justice Minister and Attorney General, 

Tharcisse Karugarama, raised the issue of abuse of universal jurisdiction following the 

indictment of 40 senior Rwandese officials by Andreu Merelles, an investigative judge of 

the Spanish National Court (Audiencia Nacional).20 Charged with genocide, crimes against 

humanity and terrorism committed in Rwanda between 1990 and 2002, the accused 

were members of the Rwanda Defence Force. For some, the move on the part of the 
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Spanish judge was an affront to all of Africa – Karugarama alleged that it was an attempt 

to re-colonise Africa ‘through a form of “neo-colonial judicial coup d’état” under the guise 

of judicial independence and universal jurisdiction’.21 The meeting roundly condemned 

the arrest warrants as an abuse of the doctrine of universal jurisdiction and recommended 

an AU study to consider the abuse further. A commission was constituted and a report 

prepared.

Immediately afterwards came the Pan-African Parliament’s Johannesburg Declaration 

of 15 May 2008, followed exactly a week later by the Brazzaville Statement of the Inter-

Ministerial Committee of the International Conference of the Great Lakes Region. Both 

pronouncements condemned the abuse of universal jurisdiction and decreed that warrants 

should not be issued against acting African heads of state.22

The AU then attempted to negotiate a moratorium on the execution of warrants 

through the UN Security Council and the EU.23 These negotiations failed. In consequence, 

the next AU HOSG Assembly meeting in February 2009 adopted Decision 213, which 

proposed the creation of the Expanded Court and expressed regret at a warrant of arrest 

being executed against Rose Kabuye, Chief of Protocol to the president of Rwanda.24 

Subsequent ordinary sessions of the Assembly reiterated the call for the immediate 

termination of all pending indictments and called upon all ‘concerned States to respect 

International Law and particularly the immunity of state officials when applying the 

Principle of Universal Jurisdiction’.25

The second motivation for creating an African court or chamber to consider 

international crimes at the continental level relates to the challenge posed by Habré, 

the former ruler of Chad.26 In September 2005 Habré was indicted by a Belgian court 

for crimes against humanity, torture, war crimes and other human rights violations. On  

17 March of the following year, the European Parliament demanded that Senegal – where 

Habré had been in exile for 17 years – extradite him to Belgium for trial. Senegal refused. 

In the meantime, at a HOSG Summit in Khartoum in January 2006 a committee of 

eminent African jurists was constituted to ‘consider all aspects and implications of the 

Hissène Habré Case [sic] as well as the options available for his trial’.27 The report of 

the committee recommended inter alia that Senegal exercise jurisdiction; alternatively, 

that all African countries party to the UN Convention Against Torture were also eligible 

to exercise jurisdiction; or that an ad hoc tribunal be established. In the event of similar 

circumstances prevailing in the future, the committee28

… observed that there is urgency in sending strong signals throughout Africa that impunity 

is no longer an option. In this regard the Committee considered various measures and 

different mechanisms available, including the possibility of conferring criminal jurisdiction 

on the African Court of Justice [to confer criminal competence that can be adopted by 

States within a reasonable time-frame], to make the respect for human rights at national, 

regional and continental levels a fundamental tenet of African governance. The Committee 

discussed the prospects for the creation of the African Court of Justice and Human Rights 

based on the project to merge the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights and The 

African Court of Justice. The Committee proposes that this new body be granted jurisdiction 

to undertake criminal trials for crimes against humanity, war crimes and violations of 

Convention Against Torture. The Committee also noted that there is room in the Rome 
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Statute for such a development and that it would not be a duplication of the work of the 

International Criminal Court.

Finally, Article 23 of the ACDEG is germane to the issue.29 It declares that certain means 

of accessing or maintaining power are illegal and amount to ‘an unconstitutional change 

of government’. Article 25(5) of ACDEG holds that ‘[p]erpetrators of unconstitutional 

change of government may … be tried before the competent court of the Union’. There 

being no existing court with appropriate jurisdiction, the ultimate aim is that the 

Expanded Court will enjoy such competence.

A F r I c A  A n d  t h e  I c c

The AU’s souring relationship with the ICC must be seen against this background. At its 

inception the ICC was positively embraced by Africa’s leadership; not only was Senegal 

the first state to deposit its instrument of ratification but to date 34 of the 122 states 

parties to the Rome Statute of the ICC are African and a further eight have signed but not 

yet ratified. In terms of numbers, Africa represents the largest continental support bloc.30 

Furthermore, of the eight cases currently under consideration by the ICC, five have been 

referred to the ICC by African states parties themselves.

The tide turned, however, when on 4 March 2009 arrest warrants were issued 

against the incumbent President of Sudan, Omar Hassan Al Bashir, and other members 

of the Khartoum regime for international crimes allegedly committed in Darfur. At its 

next Assembly meeting in Sirte on 3 July 2009, the AU expressed ‘deep concern’ at the 

indictment of Al Bashir and the ‘unfortunate consequences that the indictment has had 

on the delicate peace process underway in the Sudan’.31 The relevant decision further 

‘requested the Commission to ensure the early implementation’ of Decision 213 relating to 

the establishment of the Expanded Court. The AU’s attitude toward the ICC became even 

more confrontational at its February 2010 HOSG Summit in Addis Ababa, which took 

a decision that underscored ‘the need for African States Parties [to the Rome Statute] to 

speak with one voice to ensure that the interests of Africa are safeguarded’.32 The decision 

further encouraged African states parties to raise the issue of immunity for officials of 

states not party to the Rome Statute.33 Five months later at its Kampala summit the 

Assembly called on AU member states not to co-operate with the ICC over the arrest 

of Al Bashir; ominously, it requested member states to ‘balance, where applicable, their 

obligations to the AU with their obligations to the ICC’.34 A further indication of the AU’s 

animosity toward the ICC is reflected in the rejection of the ICC’s request to open a liaison 

office in Addis Ababa.35

Shortly thereafter, because of their alleged complicity in the violence that followed 

Kenya’s 2007 elections, in December 2010 Kenya’s President Uhuru Kenyatta and 

Deputy President William Ruto were named with four others by the prosecutor of the 

ICC, Luis Moreno Ocampo, as suspects in crimes against humanity. At the time Kenyatta 

and Ruto were in opposition. In response, Kenya formally requested that the ICC defer 

investigations and prosecutions; at its January 2011 Summit the AU Assembly endorsed 

this request ‘to allow for a National mechanism to investigate and prosecute the cases 
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under a reformed Judiciary provided for in the new constitutional dispensation, in line 

with the principle of complementarity’.36 

Despite this request, Kenyatta and Ruto were indicted in March 2011 and summoned 

to appear before the ICC’s Pre-Trial Chamber. In September 2011 charges against 

Kenyatta and Ruto (as well as Joshua arap Sang) were confirmed. The matter was further 

complicated when in March 2013 presidential elections in Kenya resulted in victory 

for a Kenyatta–Ruto alliance, the two being declared president and deputy president 

respectively. Despite this turn of events, the trial of Ruto began on 10 September 2013; 

Kenyatta became the first serving head of state to appear before the ICC (declaring that 

it was in his personal capacity) at The Hague on 8 October 2014, when the hearing was 

adjourned.

The third incident to anger the AU involved the late Colonel Muammar Gaddafi, 

former president of Libya. Action taken by Libyan state forces against the civilian 

population in Tripoli, Benghazi and Misrata during the first two weeks of the Libyan civil 

war (15–28 February 2011) provoked the UN Security Council by way of Resolution 

197037 to refer the situation in Libya to the ICC. In June 2011 the ICC issued arrest 

warrants for Gaddafi, his son Saif al-Islam Gaddafi and his brother-in-law Abdullah 

al-Sanussi, for the commission of crimes against humanity. At its July 2011 Summit, the 

AU Assembly criticised the issuing of the arrest warrant on the grounds that it ‘seriously 

complicates … efforts aimed at finding a negotiated political solution to the crisis in Libya, 

which will also address, in a mutually-reinforcing way, issues relating to impunity and 

reconciliation’. The Assembly therefore decided ‘that Member States shall not cooperate in 

the execution of the arrest warrant’ against Gaddafi.38 The matter became academic after 

Gaddafi was murdered in October 2011.

At subsequent HOSG summits Assembly decisions continued to call for solidarity 

among AU member states in their opposition to the proceedings launched against  

Al Bashir and to call on the UN Security Council to act in terms of Article 16 of the Rome 

Statute39 and defer the ICC’s prosecution of Al Bashir, Kenyatta and Ruto.40 Matters came 

to a head at the October 2013 Summit in Addis Ababa when some member states called 

on all signatory African states to withdraw their membership of the Rome Statute, arguing 

that ‘the court had fallen short of its goals to deliver justice fairly’.41 Although the move 

was unsuccessful, it was decided42

to fast track the process of expanding the mandate of the African Court on Human and 

Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) to try international crimes [and] that the Commission expedites the 

process of expansion of the ACHPR to deal with international crimes in accordance with the 

relevant decision of the Policy organs and INVITES Member States to support this process.

The consequence was the adoption of the Malabo Protocol at the Malabo summit in June 

2014.

t h e  m A L A b o  p r o t o c o L  A n d  t h e  e X p A n d e d  c o u r t

Since its first draft was published in 2011, various iterations of the Malabo Protocol have 

received considerable attention and have been widely debated.43 An immediate concern 
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relates to the speed with which the original draft – a version the Malabo Protocol strongly 

resembles – was prepared and the consequences of such haste (PALU completed the first 

draft a mere four months after having been briefed on the matter). While government 

representatives were given the opportunity to debate the issue seriously there was no 

similar opportunity for civil society by way of interested NGOs and non-governmental 

experts.

Had civil society been given the opportunity to make a contribution it might, for 

example, have pointed to the challenge posed by the creation of three chambers, 

essentially staffed by the same judges but dealing with very different legal issues. The 

‘general’ and ‘human rights’ chambers are to deal with issues of state responsibility and 

accountability in respect of inter-state disputes and human rights violations, while the 

‘criminal’ chamber will be concerned with individual criminal responsibility. According 

to one expert ‘such an amalgamation of functions and mandates is unprecedented under 

international law’.44 Apart from having to establish fundamentally different findings 

– state responsibility versus individual guilt – the chambers will be employing very 

different evidentiary standards: the ‘general’ and ‘human rights’ chambers a ‘balance of 

probabilities’, the ‘criminal’ chamber ‘beyond reasonable doubt’.

Civil organisations might also have questioned the feasibility of according the criminal 

chamber jurisdiction over 14 international crimes. While three of these are uncontroversial 

– they are the core international crimes of genocide,45 crimes against humanity46 and 

war crimes47 – the remainder are contentious. The definitions of the core crimes in the 

Malabo Protocol are widely agreed and are identical to those found in the Rome Statute. 

The Malabo Protocol, however, also includes a slew of other crimes addressed in AU 

treaties and protocols, or in instruments generated by certain RECs. These crimes are: 

unconstitutional change of government;48 piracy;49 terrorism;50 mercenarism [sic];51 

corruption;52 money-laundering;53 trafficking in persons;54 trafficking in drugs;55 

trafficking in hazardous wastes;56 illicit exploitation of natural resources;57 and crimes of 

aggression.58 So ambitious a jurisdictional spread poses many problems. The immediate 

challenge for states ratifying the Malabo Protocol will be so-called ‘domestication’, which 

will require that the elements of the 14 crimes accord with the elements of crimes within 

their national law. Ensuring such congruity might well require a major rewrite of aspects 

of domestic criminal law.

Perhaps an insurmountable hurdle will prove to be financial. In 2011 the ACHPR had 

a budget of $9 million with a staff complement of 47; this may be compared with the ICC, 

which with a jurisdiction effectively limited to the three core international crimes cited 

above has an annual budget of $134 million.59 Whence the expanded court will derive the 

necessary additional financing is uncertain. Included within the financial costs will be the 

need for additional personnel – in the form of qualified judges, dedicated prosecutors and 

investigators – and facilities for holding detainees and prisoners.

Despite these challenges, however, in and of itself there is nothing wrong with creating 

a continental court with jurisdiction over international crimes. Indeed, some have argued 

that such a court will advance the cause of international criminal justice in Africa. In 

March 2014 the then deputy president of South Africa, Kgalema Motlanthe, in an address 

at the University of Pretoria suggested that the court is necessary ‘to respond adequately to 

the yearnings of ordinary Africans for justice whilst being sensitive to the unique nature of 

the Africa context’.60 Besides, argued Motlanthe, the creation of an ‘African Court’ would 
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go some way to address general frustration with current global geopolitical arrangements 

and more particularly, resentment of the ICC and its relationship with Africa. 

Motlanthe contended that the global system as it stood was unfair insofar as it was 

conceived within a matrix that reflected Western norms and values. Evidence of its 

unfairness, he held, was reflected in the composition of the UN Security Council and 

the world trade system, in both of which the interests and priorities of the wealthy ‘West’ 

prevail. The focus of his attack, however, was the ICC; he dismissed that institution as 

a modern form of colonialism (‘a transnational legitimation [sic] of hegemony’) and 

pointed to instances that in his view reflected a bias against Africa. For example, the 

UN Security Council referred the cases of the Sudan and Libya, but not abuses in other 

countries; it indicted Al Bashir while the AU was attempting to resolve the Sudan conflict 

peacefully; and it proceeded with the trials of Kenyatta and Ruto even when asked by the 

AU not to do so. Further, for Motlanthe the stance of the ICC vis-à-vis Africa reflected 

the double standards that plague any discussion on matters of justice between Africa and 

the West. Thus while Charles Taylor was charged for his involvement in the conflict in 

Sierra Leone, Western business interests that allegedly fuelled the conflict for financial 

gain went unhindered. 

Selective accountability is also reflected in the refusal by the US to entertain ICC 

scrutiny of the actions of its own citizens, while prescribing such scrutiny for others. 

Further, when considering violations in Africa the West fails to recognise the context 

within which the African state functions: because of its colonial past, it is a fragile entity 

in which conflict is pandemic, often necessitating harsh action. 

Despite this animus, however, Motlanthe saw the ‘ICC as an indispensable international 

judicial organ’; an ‘African Court’ would contribute to, rather than detract from, the 

current dispensation. That its progenitors intended the Expanded Court to serve such a 

role, however, is doubtful for two reasons: first, the manner in which the Malabo Protocol 

addresses – or fails to address – the relationship with the Expanded Court; and secondly, 

the ICC’s attitude to Article 46 A bis of the draft protocol dealing with immunities.

t h e  e X p A n d e d  c o u r t  A n d  t h e  I c c

Had Africa’s commitment to international criminal justice been genuine, presumably 

the Malabo Protocol would have addressed itself to the ICC. Despite his criticism of the 

Court, Motlanthe, for example, suggested that the ICC remained the pinnacle court for the 

continent – matters should be referred to it when the African Court experiences limitations 

and/or when victims appeal directly to it. (Clearly, the additional layer of complementarity 

added by the African Court would necessitate an amendment to the Rome Statute, 

which currently only contemplates complementarity with national mechanisms; such an 

amendment is not inconceivable.) 

This, however, is not the thinking behind the Malabo Protocol. Article 46 H, which 

addresses ‘complementary jurisdiction’, deals only with complementarity vis-à-vis national 

courts and the courts of the RECs ‘where specifically provided for by the Communities’; 

the instrument fails to make any reference whatsoever to the ICC. The only reasonable 

interpretation of this exclusion can be that it is a conscious snub to the ICC by the AU, 
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an explanation borne out when considering the manner in which the Amending Statute 

deals with immunities.

I m m u n I t y  F o r  h o S g  A n d  S e n I o r  S t A t e  o F F I c I A L S

One of the founding principles on which the AU, through its Constitutive Act, is 

apparently based is ‘condemnation and rejection of impunity’.61 Indeed, each of the 

decisions of the AU Assembly dealing with the ICC has contained a clause reaffirming a 

commitment to fight impunity. That of July 2012 is typical: 62

The Assembly … reiterates [the AU’s] commitment to fight impunity in conformity with 

the provisions of Article 4(h) and 4(o) of the Constitutive Act of the African Union and 

underscores the importance of putting the interests of victims at the centre of all actions in 

sustaining the fight against impunity.

Paradoxically, however, that commitment is qualified: heads of state and senior 

government officials are to enjoy immunity. Article 46 A bis of the Malabo Protocol63 

reads:

No charges shall be commenced or continued before the Court against any serving AU Head 

of State or Government, or anybody acting or entitled to act in such capacity, or other senior 

state officials based on their functions, during their tenure of office. 

It would appear that ensuring immunity for heads of state and senior state officials is 

the primary reason for the establishment of the Expanded Court. The dominant view 

among Africa’s leaders – as reflected in the position of the AU – is that heads of state and 

senior state officials must be accorded absolute immunity. Indeed, while African states 

themselves have failed seriously to embrace the exercise of universal jurisdiction against 

high-ranking officials – whether in or out of office – charged with the commission of 

international crimes, it was the use of universal jurisdiction against senior Rwandese 

officials a decade ago that sparked the initial call for an African court with jurisdiction 

over international crimes. 

The ICC’s indictment of Al Bashir and latterly Kenyatta and Ruto further provoked 

sufficient outrage to form the basis for the charge by some African leaders that the ICC 

was biased against Africa. (In 2012 the AU Assembly endorsed a request for an advisory 

opinion from the ICC ‘on the question of immunities, under international law, of Heads 

of State and senior state officials from states that are not Parties to the Rome Statute of the 

ICC’.)64 At its Extraordinary Summit in October 2013, the Assembly formally decided that 

‘no charges shall be commenced or continued before any International Court or Tribunal 

against any serving AU Head of State or Government or anybody acting or entitled to 

act in such capacity during their term of office’.65 Finally, a decision of the 22nd Ordinary 

Session of the Assembly, in January 2014, called on AU states parties to the Rome Statute 

to support amendments to Article 27 to preclude prosecution of HSOG.66

Traditionally, international law differentiates between personal immunity (ratione 

personae) and functional immunity (ratione materiae). Personal immunity attaches to the 
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head of state, or a senior state official, for such time as he or she is in office. The rule is 

to the effect that such a person cannot be tried for any reason – including international 

crimes – by the courts of another state. Functional immunity may be invoked by a sitting 

or former head of state, or senior state official, in respect of official acts. Obviously, an 

international crime can never be an official act.67 

Article 46 A bis deals with personal immunity. In terms of customary international law, 

however, personal immunity may only be raised against an indictment for international 

crimes before the national court of another state; developments in international human 

rights law and international criminal law have barred a plea of personal immunity before 

international tribunals. Hence the statutes of the following tribunals all specifically 

exclude a plea of personal immunity:68 

•	 the Versailles Treaty, 1919 (Article 227); 

•	 the Charter of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg, 1945 (Article 227);

•	 the Statutes of the Yugoslav and Rwanda International Criminal Tribunals 1993 and 

1994 (Articles 7 and 6 respectively);

•	 the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 1998 (Article 27); and

•	 the Statute for the Special Court for Sierra Leone, 2002 (Article 6(2)). 

Article 46 A bis of the Malabo Protocol represents a major setback in the advance of 

international criminal justice; in fact, it can only be construed as in the interests of those 

African leaders fearful of an end to a culture of impunity.

Despite some states having raised concerns about the inclusion of ‘senior state officials’ 

in Article 46 A bis – because of the potential conflict between international and domestic 

law on this point, the lack of a precise definition of the term and finally, ‘the difficulty in 

providing an exhaustive list of persons who should be included in the category of senior 

state officials’69 – the HOSG went ahead with its inclusion. The only concession to the 

concerns raised was to add the phrase ‘based on their function’, which effectively conflated 

personal and functional immunity.

Not surprisingly, therefore, the Malabo Protocol has been greeted with dismay by civil 

society groups on the continent and beyond. Admittedly, civil society’s response to the 

activities of the ICC has not always been homogenous.70 Those sceptical of the ICC have 

questioned the extent to which it can contribute to fundamental societal change. Issues 

giving rise to prosecutions are often political rather than criminal. Tempting as it might be 

to criminalise or demonise one of the parties, political solutions require compromise and 

dialogue.71 Supporters of the ICC, however, have specifically lauded its attempts to end a 

culture of impunity. In the face of incapacity or unwillingness on the part of domestic legal 

systems to take action against African leaders and governments for past atrocities, action 

by the ICC is seen as vital.

Thus, in May 2014 more than 30 civil society and international organisations with a 

presence in Africa and working specifically on Africa’s relationship with the ICC, appealed 

to a meeting of African ministers of justice and attorneys general not to include Article 

46 A bis in its draft of the Malabo Protocol.72 Immediately prior to the Malabo summit 

Stephen Lamony, of the international NGO Coalition for the ICC, warned that ‘insulating 

heads of state and senior government officials alleged to have committed serious crimes 

from trial is outrageous’.73 Meanwhile, on 19 June 2014 Salil Shetty, secretary general of 
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the London-based NGO Amnesty International, addressed an open letter to AU HOSG in 

which he warned that the inclusion of Article 46 A bis in the Malabo Protocol74

poses serious risks to the integrity of the African Court and of the African Union’s declared 

goal of ensuring justice for victims of serious crimes under international law. It evinces an 

intention to create one rule for those in positions of power and another rule for the masses. 

If adopted, Article 46A bis will prevent the African Court from investigating and prosecuting 

serving Heads of State and Government who mastermind acts of genocide, crimes against 

humanity and war crimes such as those that occurred in Rwanda in 1994. The provision 

would also preclude the prosecution of those who commit atrocities in neighbouring African 

countries, such as Charles Taylor who was indicted when he was the President of Liberia and 

later convicted by the Special Court for Sierra Leone for committing war crimes and crimes 

against humanity in Sierra Leone.

The warning going unheeded, Amnesty International lamented the move as a ‘backward 

step in the fight against impunity and a betrayal of victims of serious violations of human 

rights.’75

c o n c L u S I o n

In the interests of victims it is essential to address the current impasse. The ICC and its 

African states parties have to enter into a serious and constructive dialogue. The ICC must 

earnestly tackle the perception of bias against the continent; it is worth noting that all 

eight current official investigations by the ICC are in Africa.76 This, however, is a difficult 

issue. It is not the ICC that is primarily responsible for its skewed caseload. The combined 

territory of African states parties constitutes the largest geographical area within which 

atrocities are alleged to have been committed. Asian and Arab states have been much 

more reluctant to join the Rome Statute. Therefore, for example, because the countries 

concerned are not states parties, atrocities allegedly committed in Israel, Palestine, Sri 

Lanka or Syria cannot be investigated without Security Council referral; the possibilities 

for such referrals, however, are plagued by rivalries between the permanent members of 

the Security Council. Nevertheless, as token of its impartiality the ICC needs rigorously 

to pursue preliminary investigations initiated beyond the African continent, for example 

those in Afghanistan, Colombia, Georgia, Honduras and Ukraine.77

African states parties, for their part, need to stop politicking against the ICC.78 It is 

all too apparent that it is not the victims who complain of ICC bias against Africa; it is 

the threatened political elite. Besides, the ICC is a court of last resort. If African states 

are sincerely committed to putting an end to a culture of impunity, the ICC has limited 

relevance and the continent must itself build a credible system of international criminal 

justice. Such a system starts with the national court of the territorial state, because it is on 

this structure that the primary obligation to investigate and prosecute international crimes 

rests. As the late Italian international law specialist Antonio Cassese observed: 79

It is healthy, it was thought, to leave the vast majority of cases concerning international 

crimes to national courts, which may properly exercise their jurisdiction based in a link with 
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the case (territoriality, nationality) or even universality. Among other things, these national 

courts may have more means available to collect the necessary evidence and to lay their 

hands on the accused.

Further, if the expanded court contemplated in the Malabo Protocol is not to become 

an ‘empty and ineffectual shell’80 that fails positively to contribute to the prosecution 

of international crimes, efforts must be made appropriately to integrate it into ICC 

complementarity structures. African states will also have to ensure that the Malabo 

Protocol is allowed to function properly: it will have to be comprehensively funded, its 

political independence has to be guaranteed and, perhaps crucially, its Article 46 A bis 

granting heads of state immunity, must be deleted.
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